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Background

• In the human health risk assessment (RA) of 
chemicals, the default approach is either 

• to consider only external exposure or
• to infer internal exposure from the external exposure 

measurements from different sources and via different
routes (inhalation, dermal absorption, ingestion) by 
modelling. 

• This approach embraces various uncertainties, and 
may be improved by inclusion of HBM data.
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Improving RA with HBM
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One of the most important aims of the HBM4EU 
project is to enhance the use of human biomonitoring 

data in risk assessment and human impact 
assessment of chemicals in different regulatory 

contexts.



To support this aim current risk assessment practices in 
different regulatory contexts were evaluated and a 
survey was conducted to gather information from 
national regulatory risk assessors on their risk 
assessment practices, the use of human biomonitoring, 
and the possible obstacles related to its use.

In addition, the review of the available risk assessment 
methodology was performed in order to find out how 
biomonitoring has been recognized and advised to be 
used in the human risk assessment   
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Survey to national risk
assessors/authorities
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Regulatory fields covered
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Biomonitoring is not regularly applied in 
the risk assessment in general
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Lack of guidance was commonly
reported
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Need for the development of the
guidance and supporting legislation
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Biological limit/guidance values are
needed to support the use of HBM
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Health surveillance and regulations main 
drivers for biomonitoring in OSH, exposure
assessment in RA in general
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Main conclusions from the survey

• Need for better regulatory recognition of HBM
• Inclusion of HBM and HBM limit values in legislation

• Need for supporting guidance for HBM use

• Need for guidance how to deal with ethical issues 
(including data protection)

• Need to clarify the role of HBM as a tool supporting 
workplace exposure assessment and risk management 
versus HBM as worker’s health surveillance tool
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Evaluation of RA schemes and 
examples
• Expert group consisting of participants from 16 EU 

institutions enrolled in HBM4EU, with expertise in 
chemical risk assessment, were asked to

• Evaluate the current risk assessment schemes and 
identify whether the scheme includes a guidance on the 
use of HBM in RA, and if yes describe how this guidance 
takes HBM into account;

• Identify whether HBM4EU priority substances have 
recently been evaluated under the scheme and if there 
are good examples on the use of HBM in regulatory risk 
assessment 
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Overview of risk assessment (RA) 
schemes
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Examples on the use of occupational 
biomonitoring data in regulatory risk 
assessment
• 2,2'-dichloro-4,4'-methylenedianiline (MOCA) –

application of authorization for the use of MOCA as a 
curing agent/chain extender in cast polyurethane 
elastomer production

• Genotoxic carcinogen, BOELV of 0.01 mg/m3

• Low vapour pressure, air levels often low (in many cases 
below LOD)

• Skin exposure may significantly contribute to total exposure
• Biomonitoring data available both from research studies and 

gathered by the industry
=> shows exposure levels of 10 μmol/mol creatinine 
(90th percentile). This corresponds approximately the 
same dose as achieved by 8 h inhalation exposure 
to ~0.0035 mg/m3 (=35% of BOELV)
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Gathering of aggregated HBM data 
available for use in occupational 
exposure assessment

• https://echa.europa.eu/documents/10162/22979809/tmpl_reporting_occ
upational_exp_data_du_en.xlsx/84ef3203-4294-75c8-3b79-9c024abc2bcd
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Other examples in which 
occupational  biomonitoring data has 
been used in exposure and risk 
assessment
• Some other authorizations: MDA, some chromate 

authorisations, arsenic trioxide, trichloroethylene…
• Restrictions relevant for workers: bisphenol A 

restriction in thermal paper to protect cashiers (used 
to confirm exposure assessment, which was based on 
dermal exposure modelling)  
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Other biomonitoring initiatives (in 
addition to HBM4EU) 

• OECD Working Party on Hazard Assessment 
(WPHA) and OECD Working Party on Exposure 
Assessment (WPEA) on Occupational biomonitoring 
and derivation of biomonitoring guidance or limit 
values 

• ISES Europe Expert Working Group ”Exposure Data 
Production: Human data”
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Further reading
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